Selecting sequences that fold into a defined 3D structure: A new approach for protein design based on molecular dynamics and energetics.
The problem of finding amino acid sequences able to fold into a defined three-dimensional (3D) structure is at the basis of successful protein design efforts. Herein, we present the results of the application of a novel, all-atom molecular dynamics based, energy decomposition approach to the selection of sequences able to fold into a given 3D conformation. First, the energy decomposition approach is applied to natural sequences associated to a well-defined structure to identify the principal energetic coupling interactions necessary to stabilize it, defining the specific energetic signature for the fold. Then, several different sequences are threaded on the defined 3D structure and only those sequences whose energetic signature (pattern) is close to that of the natural sequence, according to a similarity criterion, are selected as able to populate the specific fold. Furthermore, it is possible to evaluate the fitness of a certain sequence for a fold by combining the information provided by the energetic signature to that contained in the contact map, which recapitulates the fold topology. The results show that the better fit between the energetic properties of a sequence and the topology corresponds to a better stabilization of the protein fold by that sequence. We applied this approach to a library of natural and artificial WW domain sequences, previously developed by the Ranganathan group, containing sequences that are experimentally known to be able and unable to fold into native structures. The results show that our approach can correctly identify 70% of the sequences known to populate the typical WW domain fold.